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Dusk
Colin Noonan
The whip-poor-wills’ whispers
Echo through the trees
As the sunlight fades
And moonlight dances across the leaves
Tail-lights disrupt the darkness
As cars putter past
A bear bustles by, careless
He fears none
For the day has ended
And the night has just begun

windows
Bailey DeBiase
1

The Serpent’s Lament
Emily Gray
I was born from silk and bile
Gasping from my lonely yolk
Eden’s sin, Eve’s blame
Obsidian umbra
Dripping with pthalo and crimson
(a drowning of water and blood)
Humanity’s shadow
I spend banishment in the wanton offices of Eros
Having been seared by Aphrodite
Due to the confundity I feel amidst the color red…
appleroseappleroseappleapplerose
To love is not to beguile
I was born from silk and bile
My worldly cloak is really
a tessellation of arachnids
Spinning silky sheaths to seduce surender
Eden’s sin, Eve’s blame
Your Manic Pixie Day Dream
Your Tall Dark and Handsome
Your Voluptuous Vixen
Breath laced with venom
I was born from silk and bile
It is hard to contend with passion,
For whatever it desires
It buys at the cost of the soul
Eden’s sin, Eve’s blame
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What is that red red rose?
What is it to intertwine,
with the sublime?
Paradise Lust, Parasite Lost
I was born from silk and bile
Eden’s sin, Eve’s blame
By any other name
Would taste as sweet....
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Racket and Clack
Jaime DeKett
It’s like a long drop, soda pop popped,
coco puffs crushed at the bottom of the
bowl, Coca-cola dripping from ceiling
to toes, kind of feeling. Frowning fingers
with a little pink fingerprint smudge, thumb
pressed into fresh painted polish nails that
never get dry. All that’s left to do is
maybe cry, then slap on a tight tooth smile.
Twist it into place, screw it tight and lock
it, don’t knock it ‘till you’ve tiptoed these trials
too. A walk in tight shoes. It’s just what you
do. No one would choose to have days like these.
It’s a heavy sigh holding hands with a
shrug, ‘of course’ running loose down your shoulders.
No “why me” ‘s no “god please” just thoughts of a
hypothetical nap on the train track,
waiting for the racket and clack to wake
you up before the smack, but never mind
about that. You haven’t slept so well in
so long, you’ll close your eyes through anything.
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Self Portrait
Sasha Kasem-Beg

Droplets
Lily Fiore

6

salt
Courtney Bodeen
All my life I’ve held my tongue until it bled.
Ice cream doesn’t taste sweet anymore,
candy tastes like vinegar and burns my mouth.
Popsicles melt before they even touch my tongue.
Everything is bitter.
All my life I’ve dug my nails into my palms,
silently cursing and sharpening my smile.
Perfecting it.
What if I told you the lines near my lips
are from me plastering a fake smile,
like drawing a line in wet concrete?
Would you believe it?
Would you believe the number of chairs
and plates I wish I could have hurled?
He broke our front door
and at least seven dishes,
giving me a hundred bloody noses,
and all the while I smiled and held my breath,
waiting for the storm to come to an end.
What about my anger, my rage?
I see myself in my brother all the time,
but if he’s the salt then I have to be the sugar, right?
But people are mistaken.
What if I am salt too?
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Off the Grid
Eliza Browning
I once thought you could understand someone by visiting the places they
grew up, or the places important to them, a kind of geographic journey through
their history. Every place someone has lived holds an intimate association with
them, one inseparable from their identity. Once visited, that place becomes the
key to a part of the past that existed before you, to accessing and acquiring a
shared memory. Memory works like osmosis, through the transfusion of mutual
experience. If you go together, that place will forever acquire an association with
that person that remains over time, even as emotional bonds disintegrate.
J. used to tell me whenever I appeared in his dreams, disparate vignettes
that made little sense in waking life. In one there was burnt coffee, in another I
tore out his eyes. Some of them hovered on the line between dreams and reality,
like the one where I fell asleep in his car and he drove to the harbor in his seaside
town to wake me. Déjà vu is the inexplicable feeling one has already lived through
a certain moment, literally translated to “already seen.” The opposite is déjà rêvé,
the feeling that one has already experienced it before in a dream.
One Saturday night in December, bored and restless, we drove through
Dorchester on the way to the shore. We were supposed to go to an all-night bowling alley near the highway, but instead we ended up at J.’s old high school, windows blank in the evening glare, and then at a park a few minutes away. Castle
Island isn’t an island at all, but a peninsula overlooking Boston Harbor. There’s
a fortress built a few centuries ago by the Puritans, an iron railing, a thin strip of
beach. By some miracle it was still open at 2am. Being there was like being in a
dream state. In the empty parking lot I had a delirious episode of déjà rêvé, some
long-ago memory of the place, even though I knew it had to be impossible.
We left K. with the others, who were driving around the parking lot
drunk. J. and S. and I circled the island on foot, past the floodlit war memorial,
the children’s swings bobbing in the invisible current of wind. It was bitterly cold,
18°F, and there were cigarette butts and empty beer cans abandoned in the dirty
snow next to the paths. S. told us that his grandfather used to go drinking in the
hidden tunnels under the fort. “We all used to go here in high school,” J. said, “but
we didn’t tell the others we were going.”
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Later, K. would send me a poem she wrote about it: the relentless black
sea, the picture S. took of J. and I in the lamplight on the snowy path, smiling. On
the island that night, I was suddenly struck by the intensity of realization that this
would only happen once, that we would never be this young again. I thought of
them going there separately after school, alone or with a girl, to smoke or listen
to the same music we had played in the car. All those years seemed to encompass
thousands of separate lives, an entire shared history I would never be part of: a
childhood on those swings, multiple generations spent on the same plot of land,
drinking in those tunnels. Memory is one-sided; it can only be recovered alone,
from a future vantage point. Soon even that night would seal itself off into an unreachable capsule of lost time.
The path ended. The waves began to break against the rotten wooden
pilings of the jetty. I thought of all the people through the centuries who had
walked the same piece of barren ground, of everyone in the city across the harbor asleep or coming home for the night. The future was still ahead of us, as vast
and unknowable as the dark water; the invisible forces of time and space would
separate us and we would never be together like that again. The sun would come
up. We’d go back to college and fall asleep in our separate beds. Eventually we’d
get older, graduate, find jobs, get married and move to different cities. Our real
lives would begin. But maybe it was enough to be with other people, listening to
music and driving without really going anywhere, the liminal space of the car like
a protection against the endless night.
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Untitled
Emma Skakel
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Cena & Detail
Sophia Hatzikos
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pair of legs
Erin Balachandran
do you ever wonder why legs are so sexualized? why is it that a woman’s bare
legs are scandalous? when a teenage girl wears shorts that barely cover her ass—why
are you looking, anyways? what she wears is none of your business. don’t you know
that it is ninety degrees fahrenheit outside? and at school while she is locked in a room
attempting to further her education, her only respite is to wear shorts and get yelled at for
it, because they are not long enough to be appropriate for school-wear. you know the
story—if a woman’s skirt is too long, she’s a prude. if it is too short, she is a whore.
if it is below the knee, she’s a bore, but if it is above the knee, she’s a tease. i don’t
wear my clothes for you. i wear them
for me. so why are you making such a
fuss about my choices? if i choose
to open my legs for my lover, that is
my choice. is that not such a strange
concept? power and submission, all
at once. when my lover is between
my legs, i give myself to him. i show
him the most intimate parts of me,
what i’m taught to keep to myself
and never reveal and never even
touch myself. i trust you. i give
myself to you. but at the same time,
i surround you. my body, my legs,
enclose themselves around your
head, around your waist and your
body. i could fucking crush you
with my thighs if i wanted to. but
you would like that too, wouldn’t
you? a woman’s legs are incredible.
we’ve walked so many hundreds
and thousands of miles in protest,
and still we will continue to walk
further. we will use our legs to travel
and pick up the trash that litters our
only planet. we will use our legs to
support ourselves as we give birth
to the next generation of women who
will take the world by storm. we
will walk and walk and walk and we
won’t stop until equality and peace
prevails. don’t stare at my legs. don’t
judge me for the size of my thighs,
whether or not i have a thigh gap is
irrelevant. it’s none of your business
if i shave my legs or not. i’m not
some stupid object for you to gawk
at. i’m not your plaything and i’m
not your goddamn babe. i’m my
own babygirl and i’ll give you hell.
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Blank Stair
Kyra Lefebrve
13

Lying in the Rain
Christopher Stack
Bruised, battered, broken.
Shards of glass and bloodied stone
Litter the grass
That would tickle my toes.
Redwoods in early spring, young fawn dancing away
Their wicked winds and creeping scents that drive me to forget.
To Run.
Silence and pounding and shrieking
And cardinal streams that flood behind
The gashes in my mind
That seek to overwhelm me.
My essence, laid bare and tossed aside
		
Like the detritus that came before me.
My soul, where is it? What is mine?
Railroad tracks and gates
Block the path before me,
To my left the water,
too low to lie in
Too low to lose myself beyond the
now.
Knowing I won’t
But wondering what could
Push me under
How does it feel to the ruddy emerald beneath my feet?
One goal met but another begun,
Seeing light for the first time in years
And desperate to lie,
In new sounds and returning whispers.
Ignore the vastness of the empty space
Beside your heart and beg,
In some small unspoken corner,
Forgiveness for an act you never did,
A thought that never came.
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And heaven’s silver and gold and pearl fountains of turquois beyond
stunned glaze in your eyes as you see them after
Years of unseeing grays and muddied browns.
Heart’s crimson to homely rosewood and rubies
And forgetting unspoken goodbyes
			
On the beds we left behind
Laughter in the face of chartreuse and
The tenderness of their lips on your invisible scars.
Days that your dreams don’t reach
But your heart yearns and it pulls you forward,
Built stronger
			
Stronger
on the brittle foundations
That taught us to lie.
Where are you, fleeting, effervescent ghost
					
That taught me to lie?
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Untitled
Delaney Beaudoin
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drive thru
Sydney Evans
rainwater eyelash wood splinter
cinnamon sadness and milky
, im. so tired of only
waving as u walk
away
i poured coca cola into my vanilla frosty
u said it tasted like christmas\\
will
there ever be a rose without
a thorn;except i seem to
like when , it , pricks my thumb
streetlight golden tomorrow maybe
ur muted & cherry blossom white im srry i just cant
after u
pretended and didnt communicate
and left me like a
mcdonalds soda
w the ice melting &
the syrup watery
ur watery and u never distilled
urself for me even when i fizzed my
best for u isnt that so nice and u
go write about heartbreak but u
dont seem to care who u have worn
to dust & im the receipt
u tossed like garbage
into the backseat
& instantly forgot abt. i do rlly hope u like
cold coffee flat soda &
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Green eggs or bust
Winslow Robinson
SAM and HARRY are sitting at a table, staring at what is in front of them. The
eggs are blue, and the ham is also blue.
So…
So what?

SAM
HARRY

SAM
You haven’t touched your food. Are you going to eat it?
No.
Why?
Because I said so.
Why else though?

HARRY
SAM
HARRY
SAM

HARRY
Because this wasn’t what I signed up for!
SAM
How is this not exactly what you signed up for?
HARRY
I mean that I signed up for breakfast with you! Not this inedible blue shit.
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SAM
You’re being really insensitive to my cooking right now.
HARRY
I’m sorry but who the fuck makes blue eggs?
SAM
(muttering) You ate them when they were green.
HARRY
Because I knew what I had signed up for! And you wouldn’t stop begging me to
eat them!
SAM
But now since they’re blue you won’t eat them. No, I get it, my cooking isn’t
good enough for you.
HARRY
That’s not the case! I love your cooking 95% of the time, but then you decide
to go off and make something weird. Like remember when you made those red
bananas?
SAM
Admittedly that did not go according to plan, but you can’t name another time.
Purple peas.
I see your point.
Ex-

HARRY
SAM
HARRY
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But you should still try it!

SAM

HARRY
Didn’t I just prove my point and ensure that I didn’t have to try this?
SAM
No, and quite frankly I’m very offended you won’t try my cooking.
That’s because it’s blue.
Which means?

HARRY
SAM

HARRY
The only food I can think of that is blue is a blueberry and I really don’t want to
eat blueberry flavored eggs and ham. Maybe because the eggs, when they were
green, they had avocado in them and it made them better, but I fail to see how
blueberry is going to enhance the flavor of this dish.
SAM
What if I told you it wasn’t blueberry?
Is it blueberry?
Yeah but that’s not the point!
What is the point?
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HARRY
SAM
HARRY

SAM
The point is to experiment and have fun! Enjoy your cooking, get out into the
world and give it new meaning! Eggs and ham have been played out time and time
again but no one has ever dared to really experiment with the tastes and intricate
nature of what could go into the possibilities of flavor combinations! No one, except me! Your life partner is asking you to try something that they made and you
don’t even have the common decency to try it, simply because it’s blue.

HARRY
You pureed blueberries to put into the eggs and ham.
And?

SAM

HARRY
And it made the eggs and ham blue.
SAM
Yes it did, but do you know what it did to the flavor?
HARRY
I’m gonna take a shot in the dark and say that it tastes like blueberries, eggs and
ham. And that I have only ever wanted two of the flavors to mix in my mouth.
Blueberry and ham, of course.

SAM

HARRY
No. Ham and eggs Sam, ham and eggs.
Of course that’s your response.
What do you mean of course?

SAM
HARRY

SAM
You never want to try new things. You are just perfectly content to sit around and
have the same boring flavors in your mouth. You lack vision for food.
HARRY
ITS BLUEBERRY EGGS AND HAM SAM!
SAM
And you’re being a really bad partner right now Harry.
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HARRY
Fine. Fine. I’ll take a bite. Harry takes a bite of his eggs, turns to Sam and smiles
painfully while chewing.
Now was that so bad?

SAM

HARRY
It actually wasn’t the worst thing you’ve made me eat.
That’s wonderfulI’m not done, let me finish.
Of course.

SAM
HARRY
SAM

HARRY
It’s not bad, but it’s not good. I can’t believe I’m saying this but it actually has
potential to go somewhere.
SAM
Do you think it’s better than the green eggs and ham I make?
HARRY
Dear God no. But I think that if you work on this, and I mean really work on this,
you’ve got a shot at something that no one has ever even conceptualized yet. You
gotta add some other flavor, cause right now they clash too much. Maybe something like a cremè fresh to the eggs to take away a bit of the eggy flavor?
SAM
So it’s not bad, but could turn the culinary world on its head if it’s done right?
HARRY
Yes! You could be not just the inventor of green eggs and ham, but also of blue
eggs and ham!
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SAM
Is this just your way of saying that you want green eggs and ham?
Yes and no?

HARRY

SAM
(laughing) Fine then, I’ll make you some green eggs and ham.
END
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The Weight of School Work
Chloe Carvalho
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re: happiness
Rosie Steiner
it’s the sound of your
voice when laughter bursts
out of your chest,
the squeal of your chair legs
when you lean forward
to cup your hands around your mouth
				 and giggle.
it’s the way you smile,
closed lips or showing teeth
and crinkled eyes and every time
i see it i think―ah, this is heaven.
it’s the way your head
tilts when you tease me and
i love you so much for it.
it’s you. your sarcasm, charisma,
voice, hugs, giggles, aura, hiccups, your person
as a whole and there are times
when i feel we are so tightly intertwined
that thinking about my life without you hurts.
it’s the belly laugh that blossoms
from your mouth, the kind
that makes you shake and wheeze
and rock back and forth and
i love you so much for it―
that ‘it’, being here with me,
being alive,
in my life and i never want you
to leave―the future is lonely
without you.
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Self portrait
Claire Archdeacon
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the scenic route
Kavita Premkumar
spontaneity has never soothed her - we don’t soothe her either
how could we?
because, yes, we are the life of the party
but we are also knick knacks. tchotchkes. kitschy fear.
misstepping in this waltz underneath the orange lights of the mcdonald’s
parking lot
candescent slush beneath these snow boots from primark
our last toasts to freedom are these milkshakes
raise your plastic cup to the men that inhibit our survival, my love
overwhelm your psyche with everything that terrifies you, and kiss me.
cut crystal wine glasses of champagne do not feel better on your lips
than soft, sweet, strawberry.
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Prosopon
Jason LeBlanc
If you seek his monument, look around you.
If you seek his monument, look around.
There is a parable (parables are no longer written down)
of a nervous animal or man who lives
in a labyrinth, beneath the soil,
that he calls his burrow.
It is a lightless network of tunnels and rooms.
Hermetic, he bore the tunnels with his hands, his fingernails. Clay, sand,
dirt, glacial dust.
The nervous animal or man feels vulnerable on the surface, he thinks he is safe
buried in the dirt. He has a special anxiety about predation.
Those on the surface, he reasons, have to sleep in heaps of leaves for
warmth or among others. He is protected and warm in the soil.
The scale of the labyrinth is unclear to me. In the parable, he brags of
extensive corridors, fortified cells, store-rooms, anterooms, and decoy hallways. His project must have been held back, I would think, by his atrophying muscles and the onset of
scurvy - as he never left his burrow. And this burrow is
the third or fourth iteration. There have been others. But this one is by far
the most inviolable.
He is attuned to the silence of the clay earthen walls. The walls of the burrow are
a subtle extension of his body. He detects any small tremor, any intruder in the labyrinth,
any slight dyspepsia in the mantle of the earth.
He languishes in the silence and in the sleep brought on by unpunctuated darkness and exhaustion. His dreams make bleary any difference between the burrow and the
surface.
There is a single corridor that connects the labyrinth to the surface. It is meant
for escape. It is covered only by a thin sheet of moss. Should he ever need to abandon the
labyrinth, to escape into the surface, he need only pass through that thin shroud of
red moss.
He has made a habit of sitting just before his unseen exit, clutching the 		
moss in his hands.
Death on our dark horizon pulses clear.
Death is an angel whose magnetic palms
bring dreams of ecstasy.
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Outdoorsman
Brianna Medas
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Sans Souci
Eliza Browning
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Pristine
Rebecca Spadacenta
Once I painted a picket fence white
And when I was done
a bird shit on it
Still white, but not the same
My hands are never done
I wipe at my eyes
until a thousand skin cells float away
My body sacrifices itself
I build a glass door with a glass lock and forget where I put		
The inside is covered in fingerprints
Eyelashes
Lingering like dirty souls do after death
Outside that gentle pink private place

the key

meant only for the good

Dear diary, Once I went through an emergency exit by accident
Will anyone forgive me?
Here is some sky
Snap thunder clouds into place like a jigsaw puzzle
Three points to whoever polishes it first
Wind carries illness if you surround yourself with it
If not, it finds you anyway
Palms out, sacrifice your calluses to
The filthy hopelessness of it all
Cover your mouth! Wash your
hands!
Close your eyes so you do not touch them.
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Melting World (at Russell glacier, Kangerlussuaq, Greenland)
Nadia Joan Ostreicher
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N()velty
Shannon Connolly
imagine a simmeon auto/maton they have a fez , !
2 symbols. ( O _ O ) (quaint)
an eternal metalli c(ha)grin
with t^e^e^t^h. they will clap their symb()ls when you wind them up uP UP use
the key
& they can claP clAP cLAP for h( )urs until U literally spl / it your
sides *ah - ha - HA*
( )r Ur wind up dies ()ut with U r interest. then Ur little prime8 f(r)iend
		
has n( )
		
1 2 entertain. it will b cur10’s 4 the m( )nkkey then
sh( )w will be ( )H ver ( )ver then d( )ne with
so w( )n’t U b A deeeeaar
		
& take it ( )ut
		
back
		
		with the
		
rest
		
( )f Ur
		
trash?
		
				
				

&
BTW

						

tip Ur server ( )n the way ( )ut.
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A Postcard to My Sister
Corey Campbell
It’s winter now here at home. We’ve broken out the thick winter coats,
the gloves, the hats, and the mittens. The snow is starting to fall covering the
trees and roads in a sparkling white blanket. It can be so beautiful, sometimes.
The roads are slick with slush that has frozen over. Christmas music plays on the
busy street corners were people shop merrily for their loved ones. Inside the wood
stoves burn, keeping families warm at night. The children are excited because of
the snow day cancellations. They celebrate by building snowmen and going sledding. But as for me, I sit here watching the snow fall outside my window, and I
think of you.
I think of drinking hot chocolate while watching movies on snow days.
I think of the smell that wafted out of the kitchen when mother pulled the fresh
baked sugar cookies out of the oven to cool. I think of our stupid sibling fights
about nothing that was even relevant. Most of all, I think about how I miss you.
With every day and every breath, I miss you. With each storm comes a new wave
of grief. It hits me like a tsunami, crushing my spirits. This was always your favorite time of year. It used to be mine, as well. At first when you had gone, the pain
was so sharp and so real that I couldn’t sleep. Now, I write to you. A postcard I
know you will never receive, but still I write.
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Moment in the Woods
Maia Hay

Roots
Anesu Mafuka
I am a Zimbabwean in America
I’ve learned to wear my otherness like skin
I wear my skin like black
I wear my black like history
I wear my history like identity
So when you see me walk
understand how long it took to get here
Call each step a generation
Each footfall a foundation
Each planted step plants a tree
that my great great grand-kids can look back to
I am their roots.
I will anchor them to this earth
Make sure they are never stolen again
These roots will be strong enough to allow them to reach the sky
Have arms that are long enough to catch them
on the days they need not look over their shoulders to survive.
Breathe.
I will trade you oxygen for the oppression you inhale all around you
Breathe..
I will protect you from all their heat when their hatred threatens to burn
you
Breathe…
And I will promise you this:
carve your name onto the bark of this family tree
and our skin will remind you that we will always grow together
We do not bury our kin here
We give each other life
No matter how hard the winds come
we hold each other up
Like fingers intertwined underground
these roots will always hold you
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Like a mother, like a continent
like Africa hasn’t always been maternal
But when they uprooted you
planted their own seeds
and drained your resources
they lied and claimed you could only flourish in the place that you came from
But they never heard your mother’s voice
calling across oceans
telling you that “wherever there is sunlight, you will always be fruitful”
This melanin is symbolic
Understand that your bark can never burn
No matter how much hell they put you through
Your Identity Can NEVER Burn
I am a Zimbabwean in America
I know to wear my otherness like skin
I wear my skin like black
I wear my black like history
I wear my history like identity
So when you see me walk
understand that an entire forest echoes
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San Juan
Gracie Vicente
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The Raven (no, not that one)
Dory G.
In the corner of the kitchen, next to a stack of wooden cranberry boxes, sits the raven.
Cement, painted black, weighs approximately 35 pounds.
Cannot be placed outside or the New England weather will strip the paint.
Sometimes the raven wears a hat.
Most recently it had fairy lights on as a necklace.
“Where did the raven come from?”, you think to yourself.
I could say it was bequeathed by a mysterious great-aunt,
Or plucked from the murky bogs.
Really, we found it at a second hand shop and thought “ah. Yes.”
I like the idea of being a raven person.
I don’t quite know what that means, to be the sort of person with a raven in the kitchen.
But I hope there are other raven people out there.
I hope they read this, and they think “ah. Yes.”
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buy war bonds
Mazie Starratt
Lately I feel myself war-weary
All sadness and stomachaches
Over postcards sent from the edges of cliffs
Wondering when the senders will return
Praying their horrors won’t change them
So be it.
My fear and anger and love braids itself into a rope
To be held tight by calloused hands
Safe for now, safe for now
I cannot wrench it away
I receive postcards and reply with my own
Envelopes stuffed with tears and heartstrings
I spend all my pocket change on postage
It is all I can do
Someday soon the postcards will turn to occupants
Of seats at my table,
Of corners of my Polaroids
We will toast to our happiness
And to our love
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Out the Window
Bailey DeBiase
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The Tale of the Tick from Texas
Aidan Keohane
There wasn’t never a bug that vexed us
Quite as much as the Tick from Texas.
He blew into town on a rogue tumbleweed
In search of blood on which to feed.
In the cold dead of winter, most ticks went away
But the Tick from Texas, he was here to stay.
Any tries to catch him would only perplex us
There just wasn’t no stopping the Tick from Texas
With all sorts of diseases he would infect us
To cure us the doctors would have to inject us
With medicine to ward off the Tick from Texas
The governor cried “Oh Heavens to Betsus!
Somebody’s got to catch this here Tick from Texas!”
Then one day, a hero up and rolled into town
Quite literally the shape of this hero was round
Armed with his hat, his shell and his lasso
It was Armando Vaquero, the Armadillo from El Paso
The Governor begged “Armando protect us!”
He replied “I shall capture this Tick from Texas”
With a posse behind him, Armando gave chase
Hunting his quarry all over the place.
They finally tracked him to an old Winnebago
Parked in front of a blood bank on the outskirts of Waco
The RV was a hangout for the toughest and meanest
Armando kicked in the door and shouted “Manos Arriba!”
The whole bar turned around, and not a tick did Armando see
There was uproar, then a voice came “You looking for me?”
The voice parted the crowd and quieted the fracas
And from the back of the bar emerged the Tick from Texas
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“You’re a long way from home” the parasite proclaimed
To which Armando un-holstered his six gun and aimed
He said “Dead or alive, you are coming with me”
The Tick replied coldly “I disagree.”
Armando continued “You can’t run or hide”
To which the tick hissed “Then let’s take this outside.”
So they all piled out and they lined up the street
And Armando and the Tick spread out a few feet.
The clock struck high noon, No one made a sound
Armando went for his pistol… and let it fall to the ground.
But Armando shushed the stunned crowd “No reason to fret”
This fight isn’t over, no not just yet”.
He continued “I won’t need any bullets to stop this bottom feeder”
“Fair enough” growled the tick “Then I won’t need mine neither”.
The tick dropped his own weapons to the ground with a thud
There was a hunger in his eyes now, a hunger for blood.
And he charged at Armando with a bloodcurdling yell…
To find himself bouncing harmlessly off the Armadillo’s shell.
The Tick lunged again and again to no avail
There was no hope of piercing the Armadillo’s shell.
Armando turned to his opponent to see if he’d had his fill
The tick from Texas began to look rather ill.
“Hey Pilgrim, I was just leaving” he begged
But his words were cut short by a lasso around his leg.
He begged for his life as he stuttered and stammered
And that’s when Armando chose to throw the hammer.
He spun him in circles and at five minutes past noon
He launched the Tick from Texas into the sky towards the moon.
The Armadillo quietly muttered “Insectus: Rejectus”.
And that was the end of the Tick from Texas.
No one ever saw the Tick from Texas again
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Some say he’ll return, but no one knows if or when
But if you believe superstition, or in magic and fate
You might take a trip to the Lone Star State
And if you should find yourself on the outskirts of Waco
Keep your eyes peeled for an old Winnebago
According to legend, all that you’d need
Is one drop of blood and a rogue tumbleweed
And at high noon speak the words “Insectus Ressurectus”
Yep, that’s all it would take for someone to hex us
And bring about the return of the Tick from Texas.
The End
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Peafowl
Maia Hay
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Untitled
Delaney Beaudoin
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guernica
Nadia Joan
moon blue, moon blue,
blue blood striking skin like lightning
a tree burning from the inside out.
i exist in every moment at once,
in a stone walled cafe
in every garden park,
surrounded by art with warmth in my hands.
my mind is smashed somewhere between each individual pane of reality
polarized
switches ocean eyes to pitch,
windows to mirrors
time becomes non linear
seconds loop into infinity
there’s two concurrent worlds,
in onenimble fingers brush my hair from my face,
palm sweats against palm,
tears of dopamine fall after midnight
a table flips, a body steps protective in front of mine
everyday it rains but i don’t hate it.
the otheri live every day empty
each touch i’ve experienced trying to force its way out through the
spaces between my ribs
it’s still raining, ill
walk down streets that aren’t real
the night stars a reflection of flames burned
nuclear reactions condensing into poison.
i still haven’t decided which is the dream
and which is the nightmare.
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An Idle Moment
Jessica Heberlein

Visible Labor
Sophia Hatzikos
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A Fabled Family Vacation
Christopher Stack
			
			
			
			
		

Layered stone of red brown gold
That steals my eye before the pyrite,
Complex never yielding
polished in waves of childish want,
Show me the beauty of brown.

		

Eye meets eye his silent roar
That silence brought by rebellion
Striped beast never blinking
		
As gaze’s brightness fades
“That’s good luck” the tour guide calls
Jealous of his fortune
Always first despite the last
among those left unwanted
As a falling stream blocks his vision
When made to iron --to man’s perfection-		
Its beauty seems to wilt.
The many shades of historic hazel
broken … ripped … smitten,
An ugly scar of blessing lost.
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Soiled dreams of five
Sitting comfortably in a park
Mandated down by thinly veiled threat
Of eternal isolation
Like that of tiger’s iron

Kennebunk
Sasha Kasem-Berg
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#61. The Fix
Zoë Garrett
Everything I do might just be a desperate attempt to do the right thing
Should I take a road trip to the coast?
Put my feet in the sand and feel the waves try to knock me down?
Should I not tell anyone the day that I leave?
Should I just sit in the forest and hope that someone will find me?
Maybe the light coming through the leaves on those tall trees will calm me
I’ve written more than half a hundred poems already
Trying to mend some piece of me that must have gone missing at some point
Should I slow dance in the dark with someone that I don’t know?
Should I look into his eyes like he’s finally found me?
Maybe he’ll be the one that I was hoping would save me in the woods?
Should I visit another country and attempt to speak a language I don’t recognize?
I’ll eat foods I’ve never tried and try to learn more about myself in the process
Because surely not all of me is broken
Should I spend the day inside and bake a cake made of lemons?
I’ll put twenty-eight candles on top and wait for you to blow them out
I’ll wait for as long as it takes, I’ll wait longer than I can stay awake or even alive
Should I burn sage and paint pentagrams and sit in the corner of a dark room to wait
for you?
If I chant your name, will you appear and haunt me?
Will you tell me what the world on the other side is like?
Will you tell me that you are finally happy?
Will you tell me that everything is going to be ok?
That life really is supposed to be looked at through a glass-half-full perspective?
I’ll raise the flag from where it sits at half-mast if you tell me to
Will you hang around for a moment like I wished you would when you were still here?
We’ll watch Pirates of the Caribbean together and eat entire boxes of raspberries
We’ll sit beneath the orange tree in our backyard and talk about things bigger than the
two of us
Like people who make us feel small and where God is and the stars that he’s been hanging out in
I’ll go to your stand-up shows and we’ll see each other every Thanksgiving
One day you’ll watch me walk down the aisle, and I’ll meet your kids and you’ll meet
mine
Maybe in a world where we didn’t make so many mistakes,
You would have lived to see so many decades that our dad wouldn’t have to live without
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you
You’ll learn to only cry tears of joy and you will forget about how bad the world
used to be
And, in your last moments, you’ll say, “Thank god I stayed.”
And you’ll pass away peacefully
But we can’t help but make mistakes
And you just so happened to make the biggest one
And I guess I’ve just been desperately trying to fix yours
As if it’s something that has a fix
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inorganic
Sydney Evans
weeks of waiting the sky opens
up its arms throws back in the electric
blue with a swill with a		
sigh
bright rain had collected in the veins of the
leaves they still cup it in their hands one silver
drop
trembles on their fingertips ,i
am holding on like that
new sunshine she’s there every day composed
cornflower jeans sherpa lined boot season
the warm to the cold chestnut cinnamon
big spill clear and tinted like the green glass i
bbbroke
and one reddening maple battered gossamer beneath shoes		

(ur

aaanyway
i ; think i just want to be a lumberjack
“
carbon is only slightly more electronegative than hydrogen, and in organic chemistry
creates a nonpolar bond. it is just shy of polar, which is the stronger of the two types of
covalent bonds.
”
miss the mark and the magnetism dissipates why … does it have to
?
the film of the rain is a
thin membrane between
my skin and the black we
opened the door and there were so many spiders
they want nothing we have to conserve our heat share charges (we
cannot be created or destroyed so we must
make something of this
rusty red pickup heartbeat blue sky october
& she’s there every
day
to want endlessly the way we do takes
staircases tunnels basements caverns
before
black cherry icee left inklings of purple in the folds of chapped lips
it was fake but just thinking of the		
‘real thing
’
was good enough
after
this vector
between
<
54 can we be something
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Faial Fun Fair
Eliza Browning

Threes
Jaime DeKett
The world will break your heart six ways to Sunday,
But that’s why god made Elmer’s glue and chocolate,
that’s why good things come in threes.
The world will cut at your feet as you walk,
and slice deeper when you run,
so I can’t help but wonder If I was meant to fly.
If a rib or two (I’m sure I could spare) would bend
back, liberated from the skin, stretch, and grow
feathers, then... The world will break your heart.
Think of Icarus, feathers floating above him as he fell.
There are some things candy or tape can’t fix,
there are times the stars will not align.
The world will let you fall. Think back to the
beginning when light bulbs and liquor were
invented and life spilled onto the streets.
Ever since then, all we’ve done is clumsy acrobatics;
We fall down, and asleep, into and out of love,
We fall prey to one another, and to ourselves –
Life has made me an expert at tumbling.
I barely notice the bruises anymore.
When I do, I count them: good things come in threes.
Good jazz, lemonade, soft grass.
Sweatpants, ice cream, clean hair.
The sun, moon, and stars.
The world really is beautiful, even when it
hurts. Especially when it hurts. And make
no mistake, the world will hurt you.
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But it will hold you as well.
Sometimes, it will take you into its arms
and love you as only it knows how.
Until you would give anything
just for the chance of having your heart
broken by something so grand.
Remember that, when the world holds you
by the throat, the hair, the ankle
remember when it held you like a baby,
and forgive as only you know how.
I know it may hurt.
I know it may cut.
But that’s why god made Elmer’s glue and chocolate:
Because the world will break your heart six ways to Sunday.
So pick up the pieces, just three at a time.
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Shipwreck
Rebecca Spadacenta
There is a luxury in thinking that
There is a lifeboat for you. In thinking
You will make it on. Too many
Careless people trust a captain
They have no interest in knowing
Personally. He will provide
Safety and warmth in the rain,
The water you have agreed to
Having on the boat as long as
You have an umbrella.
You have never lived without
One before.
An unexpected cissure in the ocean
Releases panicked spirits releasing groans
Of agony into the wind.
The ship cracks. The waves
Rush up to claim you.
All you have to cling to is a poem
Floating in an old gold frame
Grasping at its nevertheless rusting words.
It is not unusual to find salvation
In metaphors tried and true.
In the silence
You are wrecked
Soaked through
In emptiness.
It is not until the poem
Dissolves in water that
You understand the
Concept of forever.
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Observations on the water
Kyla Goux
I like when sailors
Have to please one another
In one boat length’s time
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Untitled
Brianna Medas
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u know when like
Shannon Connolly
u know when u like sum1
‘nd they luk suuuuper cute
so u d side that u’re like n luv?
u know when like u just c sum1 ‘nd ur <3 goes baBOOM
‘nd like just cus they might’ave been eyein’ u
u know. when u liiiike sum1.
like, then they DO luk at u ‘nd u think *uhhhh*
damn like...i NEED a minute
so u d side u’re n lov.
then u’re all thinkin’ about ur life 2gethr ‘nd how he’ll call u hun
‘nd u’ll post the cUtest pics 2gethr whenevr he gets u food
u know. when u like sum1.
o ur gonna b sooooooo cUte 2gethr. then ur sis’ll b the jealous one
then ur all like o god he just cockd his cock at me like Elvis, shit bb ooo
so u D side u’re n love
so u make ur way over to him
‘nd ur all like heeyy ‘nd he’s all heeeyyyy so u give him ur # but he just asks 4
nudes
‘nd ur all like fine cus u know this is wut its like to like sum1
‘nd u decide it wuz luv
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hydroplaning
Courtney Bodeen
right now all we’re breathing is oxygen but i know we both want more
yet we keep on gasping our lungs collapsing and never quite meeting
we’re swerving on a thin sheet of oil and water and they say it can cause
some seriously slippery conditions but i call it love because
i started off with a map but it went out the window when i met you
you’re the captain of this car i don’t care if i’m in the backseat just drive
you say the gas is running out but there’s no gas station in sight
we’re reaching for that something in the distance but the brakes keep
on failing before we even get to the halfway point and still i ask
“are we there yet?”
you say it’s broken and that it’s all my fault that you understand but you see
it was never complete and maybe that is my fault but how can it be broken
if there was never something unbroken something never untainted and cracked
you keep on saying the same old words that if we try then it can be fixed
i think this is the 40th bandaid we’ve slapped onto this wound and it’s already
beginning to tear off and we’re starting to accept it and the brake is failing
we keep trying to breathe in unison but i keep on getting distracted by the sound
of your breath i worry that you’ll stop breathing please keep breathing in and out
keep your hands on the steering wheel stay on the road eyes ahead look to the
future
“are we there yet?”
turn the heat up it’s freezing outside and i need to feel some humidity to feel something
it’s you and me, you and me baby humidity see the frost on the windows? i drew a
heart
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with my fingers you said not to smudge them up but i want to show you my love
because i can’t do it any other way look at my heart look at us look at the mileage
i don’t know where we’re going and you’ve ignited something in me that
i don’t know how to control but luckily you have a gps don’t drive me home yet
my dad says when you start to skid on the road steer the car in the direction you
want it to go in well honey i want us to keep on going keep your foot on the pedal
let me help you jumpstart us i don’t want this drive to be over and so i ask
“are we there yet?”
you look so cool behind the wheel and i love it when you take charge you’re the
captain of this car do you even know where we’re going?
we’ve been hydroplaning this whole time trying to enjoy the ride but at some point
this car is going to go off the road and into a ditch and the tires are all flat but that
won’t stop me from letting you open the door for me or keep my breath from
catching whenever you sneak a peek at me in the rearview mirror look at all the
signs we have
passed so many wrong turns taken but i don’t want it any other way and so i say
“we will get there one day”
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The Heart
Chloe Olson
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Garden Child
Morgaine Kmen
She is born by mid April and greeted with song. The dark deep soil splatters and
spots her face and frail nose with freckles as her lashes stretch to the heavens like
vines, fluttering and weaving together as her eyes follow each and every butterfly
that dances through the air. Her lips match the bud of the tulip and her cheeks
are dusted with rose. Her hair is painted red with rust from the rain, wild and
free like untamed weeds. Her voice is as clear as a spring morning breeze and
grows ever more powerful when she fills up her lungs.The fallen snow melts away
with the warmth of her heart as her legs and feet keep her grounded like roots.
Each tiny finger reaches up, up, up towards the heat of the sun while her toes go
tip, tip, tap with the critters below. I held her deep within my moonlit belly while
I waited patiently for her, the small seed that would soon become my whole
world. Her possibilities are as endless as the open sky above; the future I dream
for her is as seamless as night and day. My beautiful garden child, with the name
Aleena May.
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66 Untitled

Emma Skakel
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How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Uncertainty of Lesbian
Relationships
Elizabeth Teitelman
Where does repression end and I begin?
It’s a touchy subject, I know.
Is there an actual ‘me’ at the centre of myself ?
And if I make it that far down, I wonder...
Will I like the essence that I find there?
I guess that’s why I like Postmodernism.
No need to be concerned with essence when
Someone looks as cute as you with that Hawaiian shirt that radiates
‘Big Bisexual Vibes’ as I put it,
Because the only real essence I care about is discerning whether or not...
That time you called my name with such precision and grace
Was because you’re a genuinely nice person
Or because you’re as fucking gay as me?
I know those two concepts aren’t mutually exclusive
And now that I think about it the implications of that binary aren’t exactly ideal
And like... I know that you’re gay... and that you’re nice
I just want to ask if you’re gay for me in like...
A gay way.
Because I’m really bad at being direct and saying what I need to say
So I just avoid or I abstract or create some bizarre awkward combination of the two
And start thinking about how we started doing that thing where you would ask me if I
was
coming to practice
And then I would ask you if you’re coming to practice,
And instead of practicing, we would just sit and talk,
And then walk outside and keep talking
Because I enjoy your company and I think you enjoy mine
And if either of us was straight I would have kissed you that night
Because that’s how the pattern used to work.
I’d kiss you and then we’d “date” in heavy scare quotes for a couple weeks,
And I would abstract again and keep asking ‘what are we’ until you realize that it was
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never
going to work.
And I would be sad, and you would process in your own way.
Give it a few more weeks and we go back to being friends, but never as close...
But I like being friends with you now,
And for once I really don’t want to abstract,
Because for once those little moments are enough and i’ve been told that’s how
lesbian
relationships work.
There isn’t an announcement or an imposition of a state.
It is the act of waking up one morning and thinking ‘damn. I really do enjoy your
company,’
And remembering that you never used to smile at me like that when you thought
that I was
straight.
Never invited me to bother you when you were bored.
Never showed up to my room half-drunk and stayed so respectful of my time and
body.
Never were so patient and cautious with my story,
Knowing that pieces of glass still litter the floors of my subconscious,
Knowing that some things are better left unsaid.
Perhaps we will get to that point.
Perhaps we won’t.
The point is that it doesn’t matter.
For now I’m happy to get caught in the waves
And let them guide me into silence.
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Multiracial
Erin Balachandran
i’ve never known			
where to belong;
where one bloodline 		
starts and the other ends
my dad brings me to 		
a festival and i have never
felt closer to my indian		
heritage but my skin reminds me
that i’ll never fit in		
not really.
i can wear saris			
draw henna and imitate
the dance of my 			
grandmother but
i can never forget 		
that for the past 21 years
i’ve been told to 			
check the box:
WHITE, not			MULTIRACIAL
and you’d never be		
grew up sitting in			
seat in the car, singing
the language, to tamil		
that my dad put on 		
that i didn’t know 		
or that one day i’ll 		
gold award for her 		
and i wouldn’t expect		
got to meet her, but 		
commented that i do 		

able to tell that i
the middle of the back
along, not caring i didn’t know
bhajans praising nataraja
to connect with his culture
was mine, too,
inherit my grandmother’s
bharatanatyam dancing
for you to guess that i never
friends of the family have
have her jawline and chin

i wish i’d been taught		
more about my culture
the half of me i’ve yet		
to get the chance to meet
i’ve only begun to gain		
glances of her in the mirror
not because of my dad		
but because of my curiosity
and i want to know more
i don’t want to be labeled		
to be recognized by my whiteness
and be seen simply as a 		
western european mixture
i want to know the quirks		
of my culture i want to eat
food spicier than i can handle and cool off with sugarcane juice
i want to meet the half of me that feels connected to my statue
of ganesh i want to know what i should’ve been taught as a
child so I can finally say, without feeling like a fraud,
I
am
indian
and
I
am
proud
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Helping Hand
Carvalho Carvalho
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Cloudy
Anonymous
Smoke in the woods
Smoke in my lungs
Smoke in my hair
Makes the night easier to bare
Exhale the bullshit
Of this long affair
A kiss in the night
Love in the air
Still smoke in my hair
Clouds around my mind and eyes
Don’t want see straight tonight
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What Planet Rules You
Jessica Navin
What planet rules you, I can’t tell,
But that I am built by Mars, who scrapes my blood for currency,
Who boils me in red—the door that opens,
The frame, a world between that splits the air in half,
So that I drink in smoke and sweat, and dream in pink and rose.
For all the fire on my face, I have no confession—
Just words I make up in my head,
Blind guesses at what rules you, holds you.
But I don’t have hands—I don’t have arms.
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Wiðer Oferlád/Against Translation
Kavita Premkumar
I. The Husband’s Message
Hlāford sy ne husband 			
Hlāford is not husband. 			

Hlāford þē segcan wille
Hlāford will tell you

þēs winetrēowe 				
of the faith of husband and wife, 		

þēs riht-hlāford-hyldu
of the loyalty to a lawful lord,

Þēs bræc-coðu. 				
of the disease of breaking and falling.

Hlāford þē fleswedan wille
Hlāford will whisper to you -

Ne mæg ides 				
women cannot 				

wyrde wiðstondan
withstand fate.

Hlāford þē ge-manian wille 		
Hlāford will remind you 			
my body

blóde ðý hálgan a-dreópan fram min bānhūse
of his royal blood shedding drop by drop from

Wā bið þām þe sceal 			
Woe be him who must 			

of langoþe ge-byrd ābīdan
await his lineage with longing!

Þurh gecyndne cræft 			
Through natural virtue, 			

selfum fácode
for himself wanted

Ða ðe hé ǽr hátheortlíce lufode		
which he before furiously loved. 		

Hlāford sy ne love
Hlāford is not love.

II. The Wife’s Lament
Gehȳrest þū, Cwenhild? 			
Do you hear me, Cwenhild? 		

Be-sorg æl-mǽst-cwyne
Beloved almost-wife

Þæt mon ēaþe tōslīteð 			
One may easily sever 			

þætte nǣfre gesomnad wæs,
what was never bound fast -

Hé sy ne min hlaford, 			

hé is.
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He is not my lord-husband, 		

she is.

Búc ne mæg ides 				
But, women cannot 			

wyrde wiðstondan withstand fate

þær us eal seo fæstnung stondeð.
where, for us, all permanence rests.
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Flower Power
Violet Windham
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Her Forbidden Touch
Caleb Braddick
She is the summer of my beating heart.
Her laugh: the spring of my ears.
But it is winter’s forbidden love. An attraction so abhorrent that my feeings and
words all mesh into one mess that clings to my throat, not knowing whether to
be choked down or spilled out. No good would be done either which way. Her
dazzling eyes pierce me but look through me to another. I am but an obstacle, a
rickety old fence that she is more than able to smash to smithereens with but a
whisper. What more may I do than tremble in the face of such power. I yearn for
that which I can only ask for in idyllic dreams and silent thoughts.
But in the calm and reassurance of her presence I am reminded that her smile
and her warmth are all the love I could e’er desire, as my quaking heart stills
itself at last and all lonesome worries and feverish visions cease to be as she
breathes slow and soft.
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Heartland
Haley Gamel
cobblestone sweat
in the dark dawn of February
red shingle pandemic
and fields of baby evergreens
the road is finite, infinite
blasting current
Menja and Fenja
lichen hatches, thatched roofs
tufts of the overgrown, grow khaki
brown dewdrops, dropped by hares
alien sprig—oh, belong
the Wadden is comforting; it comforts me
watercolor migration
in a naval warfare
crunchy invasives
on a crawling sand
the dream is real, reality
headdress authority
window-dog affairs
romantic night,
but the darkening tales
ghost, past life, tragedy?
looping dance
swooping step,
folk elbows bent
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the passion is felt, heartfelt
fever bus
a farewell—hej hej
salty hush
the crowded abode
until next time.
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Blooms and Bulbs
Mazie Starratt
CHARACTERS
Persephone: a young girl with big dreams, caged by suburbia
Demeter: an unseen mother who keeps the cage clean
Hades: a young lover with nothing to lose and no time to lose it
TIME
Long enough ago to evoke nostalgia but still very relevant
PLACE
A flower shop in the middle of nowhere
At rise: Persephone is busying herself with watering various potted plants,
whispering quick but vital words to some of them as she goes. The shop is empty,
nearing the end of its day. When the solitude is broken, by way of Hades entering the shop accompanied by a chiming bell and boots on hardwood, her back is
turned.
We’re closing in five minutes.

PERSEPHONE

HADES
Now that’s no way to treat a paying customer, is it?
(Persephone freezes, not daring to turn around. Some water spills to the floor.)
HADES (cont.)
I mean, considering who bought all those tiger lilies last week, I think you’d be
wise to make some accommodations for me.
PERSEPHONE (without turning)
Those tiger lilies were on the verge of death.
HADES
And it was I who so gallantly saved them from the dumpster, and I paid for them
in full, so what seems to be the trouble?
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PERSEPHONE
I’m afraid we don’t have any dying flowers today.
Hm. That’s a shame.

HADES

(She resumes her watering. Hades stands dejected for a mere instant, then draws
closer to her. When Hades speaks, she jumps, startled.)
HADES (cont.)
Now, correct me if I’m wrong, but I think this is the part where you try to sell me
some of your finest fresh flowers.
(Giving up, she finally puts the water down and faces Hades.)
PERSEPHONE
I already told you, we’re about to close.
HADES
I won’t keep you any longer than necessary. All I want is something to spruce up
the place a little. It, uh...it gets so dark this time of year.
Yes. I imagine it does.

PERSEPHONE

(There is a vulnerability here that wasn’t there before. Persephone hesitates just a
moment, then moves around Hades, to a part of the store populated with more
flowers.)
PERSEPHONE (cont.)
Did you have anything specific in mind?
Well-PERSEPHONE!

HADES
DEMETER (offstage)

(Persephone startles again, then regains composure.)
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PERSEPHONE

Yes, Mother?
Who’s that you’re talking to?

DEMETER (offstage)

PERSEPHONE
We have one last customer, Mother.
DEMETER (offstage)
And do you and this last customer know what time it is?
Yes, Mother.

PERSEPHONE

DEMETER (offstage)
See to it that you close on time. There’s plenty to do up here, and I know you
don’t want me to do it all by myself.
PERSEPHONE
Of course not, I...we’ll only be a moment. Mother.
(A hesitant pause. When the voice seems satisfied, Persephone returns her attention to Hades.)
You were saying?

PERSEPHONE (cont.)

HADES
I don’t remember that happening last time.
PERSEPHONE
Last time you were here earlier. Don’t mind her. Just be wary of the time.
HADES
Of course, of course. Now, as for what I’m looking for...I think I’ll leave that up
to the expert.
(The tension begins to fade when Persephone cracks a shy smile.)
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PERSEPHONE
Well, last time you took home our tiger lilies.
HADES

Yes.

PERSEPHONE
The flower of wealth and pride.
HADES

Oh, really? How fitting.
Yes, I’m sure it is.

PERSEPHONE

So what do you have for me today?

HADES

(Persephone moves to a pot of flowers, gesturing grandly.)
PERSEPHONE
Well, today, we have these white lilies, which I’m sorry to say are slightly more
alive, but they’re also...half price.
HADES
Ah, how convenient. And what is this the flower of ?
Let’s see...purity. Virginity.

PERSEPHONE

HADES
Well, I can assure you, that’s not going to be nearly as fitting of a purchase.
(Persephone blushes, while Hades shoots her a winning grin.)
Um...no, I suppose it isn’t.

PERSEPHONE
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So what else do you have?

HADES

(Persephone looks around for another pot of flowers. She finds one eventually
but doesn’t appear to be settled on it.)
PERSEPHONE
Violets. One of my favorites, but...
But?
The flower of modesty.

HADES
PERSEPHONE

HADES
Ah. Probably not, then. But maybe I’ll take a chance on them, seeing as they’re
your favorite.
PERSEPHONE
Well, don’t take that into account. We seem to be two very different people.
HADES
Maybe so. But they do say opposites attract, don’t they?
Uh...yes. They do.

PERSEPHONE

HADES
And it wouldn’t hurt for us to try something new. Any of us.
(The distance between them, which has been imperceptibly shrinking for the
duration of this conversation, is now nonexistent.)
I-PERSEPHONE!
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PERSEPHONE
DEMETER

(Persephone jolts away from Hades.)
Yes, mother?

PERSEPHONE

DEMETER
Do you want me to die up here? Is that what you want? For me to die at the
hands of your selfish neglect?
No, of course not, I--

PERSEPHONE

DEMETER
Then hurry up! The shop is supposed to be closing!
(A long pause. Persephone is drained, while Hades looks on in horror.)
Does that normally happen?

HADES

PERSEPHONE
Well, she’s toning it down today because she knows we have a customer.
Oh.

HADES

PERSEPHONE
She’s really sick. I don’t mind, really, I-HADES
Looks to me like you’re too exhausted to mind.
(Another pause. Hades comes across another pot of flowers.)
What are these?

HADES (cont.)
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Those?
These.

PERSEPHONE
HADES

PERSEPHONE (whispered, a forbidden secret)
Gardenias. The flower of...
Of ?
...secret love.

HADES
PERSEPHONE

(Despite everything, Hades shoots her a grin.)
HADES
Well. Would you say that’s appropriate?
PERSEPHONE
I...I’d like to. Really, I would, more than anything, but...we can’t.
HADES
Why not?
We just can’t. I’m sorry-But why not?

PERSEPHONE
HADES

PERSEPHONE
Well, for one thing, these ones aren’t half-price.
(Pause, broken by laughs that try and fail to break the tension.)
HADES
I’ll tell you what. The price doesn’t matter to me, because I don’t have any
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money right now, but I do have my car parked out front. And in exchange for
these love flowers here, I’ll take you anywhere you want to go.
I...but...you--

PERSEPHONE

HADES
It’s up to you, but considering what I’ve already heard, I suggest you hurry.
(Hades takes her hand.)
HADES (cont.)
And if you decide not to come with me, that’s okay. Just know that I’ll be back
here tomorrow to buy this whole store if it means seeing you again.
(Blushing once more, Persephone looks up the stairs, then back to Hades. Her
decision is made.)
Get the gardenias.

PERSEPHONE

(Hades grins once more, grabbing the flowers without hesitation.)
Get in the car.

HADES

(They both flee the store. A silence pervades the store, then is broken.)
DEMETER
Persephone, I won’t tell you again. Persephone! PERSEPHONE!
(Pause.)
Persephone?

DEMETER (soft)

(The silence settles once more. End of play.)
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Roped In
Magdalene McCaffrey

Anatomy of a Community: Conveying Identity Through Shared Symbols
Jenna Denomme, Shelby Hanks, Gia Orsino, and Adele Rossignol
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As the leaves begin to crack
Christopher Stack
Whisper of the unsung fog that courses through the veins
Of failing trees, beaten bush and ruddied heart
Of which we all partake
Blackened roots and star-burned roof,
Tonight, we fade away
As the morning dew pervades
As dancing lights seize the day
Decay as old as time itself
That gives life to those that take
The fruits of nature’s labor
(could you share it with ourselves?),
We watch and wait from shadows cold
Veiled in our monstrous keep
Your auburn run across the heavens and havoc that you cry
Pillages our evergreens and begs for us to die.
Of starvation, of mind, body, soul
You laugh as we vie now
And you glow in your self-made right
As the light sears us down
Ghosts and ghouls and goblin children
You demonize us with your pen
Watching with fascinated horror for our waltz to end
Your gone but not forgotten stories.
Remember us again.
Glowing pumpkins take our visage,
Our time has finally come.
We cannot bear the scalding light
With which you drive to flame
Our hearts, our homes, our bodies borne of wickedness and sin
We take to streets to take revenge in any ways we can.
The witches and wizards and warlocks that prance the street tonight
Can ne’er be said to be themselves—to temptation they give in
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Friendly fools sing on cobbled stone
And
With splintered cackles we begin.
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Opaque
Lily Goneau
Leave me here.
The mountains shiver, a jackknife wind
Rips icy husks
from gnarled trunks
Transverse the walkway to the lodge
Ten thousand crystal flakes
Crunch beneath my feet
The bolt locks, key in hand.
				

—A breath of warm air

I enter.
Mist swirls around the room
Envelops like a blanket
Steamed light,		
dancing
snowed-in windowpanes
Water-slick against chapped heels
Padding toward the pool
Languid with heat
Removing tools from my box,
I set to work.
Paint-plants drape from the ceiling
Greeting fern coils,
grasping
Scents burn cedar and spruce
Lap against the surface
Caressing cements steps
			
Silent abode.
Trace the outline of its cracks
Ceiling nails creak, bent angles
Hugging wooden planks
uneven above the beams
A railing ascends whisking sheltered rays
Filtered through the fog
I pause to fill the moments.
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The wind banks, quiets 			

Stills.

						At peace, alone.
Here at last

my brush lays flat.

A weary smile
		

A patient solace

				
When no one’s left,
				

Heal my breath on morning’s rise.
a thought of you
Wintry home away from home.
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#33. Here’s Looking At You
Zoë Garrett
Let’s run away together
Let’s be a cliché together
Take care of me
Tell me I’m gentle
Compliment me in the quiet of a library close to midnight
Blush when you see me standing behind you in the line
And let’s imagine you
Kissing me once before you turn out the light
And a second time after we’re drenched in the dark
Say silly things to me
And make me giggle like crazy
Hold my hand on short walks
Save me the shiny spoon
And give me the biggest serving of ice cream
If you do, I’ll make sure I reserve the nice things for you, too
Let’s go eat sushi together
I’ll let you pick the song on the drive there
Stand above me without making me feel small
You don’t have to try too hard to make me feel special
Look at me with those brown eyes of yours
And I’m lit up inside
Because you’re the only person that’s ever looked at me like that
With love in your eyes
Baby, with just a little bit of eye contact
We’re whisked away to a place far away
Where there is only the two of us and pure comfort
We’re made of stuff that complements each other
And I’m starting to think that I was born to be your other half
So, keep looking at me just like that
And, when it’s time for me to leave,
I’ll look back
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Tornado
Violet Windham

a tragedy in three acts, plus epilogue
Rosie Steiner
act i
“the beginning”
it was the slope of your
nape,
the curve of your
lashes against your
cheeks.
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act ii
act iii
“the climax”
“the fall”
drunk on your attention, as graciously as you had
what i’d craved, longed
granted me the gift of
for,
flight
and when i got it the
you stripped me
floodgates
swiftly of it.
of my affection were
how you reached out to
thrown apart,
i plummeted to my
me
my patience, impatience,
death―
and those hands, strong
selfish desires
my fate, sealed from the
and
were rewarded hand- moment our lips touched.
reassuring―a home
somely.
earth, heaven and cloud
(or was it the moment
for my poor, desolate soul.
nine
we introduced ourselves
i drank your presence in aligned, bringing forth that hot august evening?)
until
you unto me, the
it reached the very
unattainable gem
i was lost again, more
that i dared not venture
desperate
core of my being,
close to,
than before. once i’d
distilled in my desire
a treasure to be admired
drunk of you
for you and the sweet
from afar and when you
i never wanted to stop,
mead
gave me wings to
blindly stumbling
fly with i went
in your footsteps.
had never before been
higher―even
tasted.
than icarus.
i cried out for you, the
a god among men and i
smoke
was but a humble subject,
burning my eyes as you
a
left
a trail of hellfire in your
follower pining for the
wake and the plumes
acknowledgement of a
stung
savior.
my lungs, throwing me
off the
beaten path until i could
stand to breathe
no longer.

epilogue
“the aftermath”
the real tragedy of this
story―the conclusion of
our three act tragedy is that
i still think of you at night.
when i’m lying in bed
and the past creeps up
on me like a silver fox
in snow. countless piteous thoughts
dart across my feeble mind―
rabbits desperate for solace.
but then the hellfire choked
and sizzled, left me
barren and quiet until i reached up
and parted the clouds with my own fist.
punched my way to the sun,
itching to take flight, away from your memory.
i’ll mourn for your ghost
with a smile, wish it peace,
wish myself happiness,
grant my own
freedom.
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Celestial Sailors
Jennifer Aisha Loveland-Rose
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Garden of Joy
Vu

whale’s toe
Jason LeBlanc
my mother is not capable of writing letters.
my uncle takes meth with his coffee, works on a lobster boat.
the lobster industry is under the table, abureaucratic. a family man texts you at
6 am and asks you to work a day. you do. you spend the next twelve hours in
danger. you notice the small, transparent rib of a bait fish has poked through your
glove, piercing your hand. bait fish are palm sized, carrional herring. they sit in a
blue bucket fermenting, fatty, in the sun. you split them in half (their rotten flesh
doesn’t fight) and put them in the catch of the lobster traps. you have a revelatory
fever for three days. on the fourth day, he texts you again, would you like to work
the next few weeks? sure, you say. at the end of each day you sell your catch to a
man in an unrefrigerated cargo truck. he pays the family man in cash, the family
man gives you your cut. after two weeks of this you begin to drink in the morning.
it makes you feel lighter on the deck. you forget when you last brushed your teeth.
you gain the ability to free dive eighty feet down as a way of waking up a bit. you
believe, on some level, having salt water in your mouth is not unlike brushing
your teeth. it’s probably sterilizing, in some way, at least. you become comfortable climbing the slimy, barnacle encrusted side of the boat - perhaps the dint of
festering sea verdure bothered you, once. once, the line catches around your boot
and you are dragged into the water. you sever the line with the knife you have at
your belt, but it’s a slow process because your knife is dull from severing lines. at
some strange depth, you struggle to motivate yourself to return to the surface. you
procrastinate a bit. i still have a minute, probably, you think. besides, you’ve gotten
pretty comfortable free diving. plenty of time to return to the surface. why not
spend a bit of time down here?
eventually you will reach a point in your remote liberal arts school education
where people will make observations about you, thinking they are reading you
exactly as you are, maybe they think they are surprising you, but they are only
reading the remnants of an archetype that you shed months ago. You shed this
archetype after becoming too aware of it. so you’re even more conscious now of
how they’re embarrassing themselves, here, thinking they grasp you - they have
some kind of insight into you, from less whole people they’ve encountered who
kind of seem like you. “you’re a watcher,” they will say, “you like to stay quiet and
watch the group,” they will say. “it comes from fear, you’re afraid.” but, as you
know, you’re not afraid. you stopped being afraid of anything three months ago
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when you approached the woods, put your headphones in, and turned your flashlight off before walking further in, where it is completely black and the trail is a hazy
imprint of dim, noxious shade.
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Cole Memorial Chapel
Tabitha Gilligan
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Calm
Claire Archdeacon

The Way My Mother Smiles
Anesu Mafuka
She’s held the secret to my smile
long before I was born,
even before God plugged in the codes
she had the blueprints drawn
So I know that home is between any four walls that ricochet her vocals
passing them around like secrets at sleepover socials
My mother taught me that holding in joy is like trying to bottle in sunlight
it’s impossible to hide a smile that bright
that every single one is like a perfect wish
so as a child I’d already started counting the shooting stars in her mouth
with constellations that creep in the curve of her lips
she tells me “everyone’s smile is unique”,
but hers is astronomic
I swear her dimples are perfect mirror images
of what I am told galaxies look like when they’re full
And when she laughs
I am always rendered helpless to her joyful gravitational pull
My mother taught me to smile like I was saying a prayer
like with the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit
every time she smiles, I say amen.
And when in church
when you know that one song is getting straight to her soul
when she bows her head and begins to raise her arms in glory
I swear she can smile with her whole body because
Tsvarakadenga inosekerera yaona uso waMwari
My mother carries herself like she has seen her Savior
Walking with the assurance that nothing could ever break her
Confidently daring the world to try to take her
So when you see me smile
know who is my teacher!
She tells me how Jesus once said if you see Him you’ve seen His Father
Dear friends if you see me smile you’ve seen my mother
because she has taught me how much grace and favor it is:
to see someone smile and recognize how deep it is
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to never treat a gift like a guarantee
to always be thankful when you get to see
and to always take one from the heart seriously.
See, I smile like my mother smiles
because it means everything to me
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Withering Wall
Lily Fiore
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halophile
Sydney Evans
i’m the one diving deep in soda lakes
dr pepper or cherry? except i dont mean
sugar, i mean like alkaline ; water locked up
in ice in ur channeled heart i’m a blip
in the deep blue bottom of a silver sea trench i
am the unknown UV absorber on venus but u
dont have the instruments to “get “ me
u ask me: “would u like some water with ur poison” ?
! no im a salt being cuz i like it too much when u
don’t care for me i live in a brine pool and let the granules of
sour seep into me the bitter precipitate and toxic wa ;ter
out of my element BUT loving is as easy as breathing but i
think you’re anaerobic hot spring black smoke circlet of
glass you’re stepping all over me and u dont even know it and
i am letting u. i am becoming cement and there’s no room for
molecules between us . i guess theres a reason i cant remember the
name of cherries pecans & cream but i always remember the limeade
& the salt & the vinegar
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Millennial Love Poem
Rebecca Spadacenta
We’ve only cuddled twice
And now it’s the show we binge together
[The only thing we do together I have to take advantage]
Relationship status: it’s complicated
Using snapchat because it’s more casual than Can I get your real life phone number?
[But still too much to fast maybe do you think I mean I already follow you on
instagram so it’s not that weird I mean it’s fine with me up to you though]
The absolute heartbreak of seeing
Delivered 4 minutes ago
Delivered 15 minutes ago
Delivered 49 minutes ago
Opened 30 seconds ago
Typing...
Opened 2 minutes ago
Opened 50 minutes ago
I’m drunk tripping up the stairs
give me a hand
Hold it until we get home real cute like
Carefully crafted personality and
I’m not sure if I’m lying but
Does it really matter as long as you believe me
[Am I what you want yet? Want to
Watch this show I just chose it randomly haha
You like this one no way I had no idea]
Let’s make the fuck out
It’s kind of like breaking in a new jean jacket
You’re not sure when you can take it off and it’ll be okay
And then it gets so comfortable you don’t want to
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Hey bb girl,
You’re hotter than my phone screen when
My beach trip isn’t complete without social media
Have to show everyone we’re together
Or maybe just see you in a bathing suit
Not sure what similes we have left
My heart feels like fresh summer cotton candy
My brain like a phone left out on the sand overheating
My fingers like numb from salt water still scooping towards you
I mean,
Who does commitment these days?
But I’d do it for you bro
What else would I write poems about?
Not to be a burden but
Can I stay for just one more episode?
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Untitled
Emma Skakel
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How I Will Go
Shannon Connolly
Mom will lower me into the back seat of our car,
fastened tight for the long haul.
I’ll be pretending to be asleep so she’ll carry me.
My eyes will be shut, knowing
but maybe not really knowing.
So I’ll lean into the soft fuzziness of upholstery,
it’s familiar dusty smell of sand will
fill my senses with vivid memories
like pictures flying by in a stop motion film
jungle gym saffaries,
secret frog smuggling in sweatshirt pockets
smoaky marshmallows toasted just right,
sand crunching between toes, &
jumping in just in time before the rain,
all these things will make it so somehow
I know everything will be okay.
The door will close, making my hair
fall over my eyes, tickling my nose.
A low humming from the engine will settle in
and we’ll be off.
Warm yellow lights passing me by,
woosh 		woosh		woosh
It’ll be like a metronome lulling me to sleep
but I’ll want to stay awake.		
I’m not sure if I’m ready to go to bed.
I might trust her driving, but sometimes
parents can be wrong too.
I’ll lay still in my seat when we come to a stop
so I’ll think
I thought this ride would be longer
My safety belt will melt away and I, lifted above it all
into arms so swift and true,
will feel as though I could never fall
These able hands will cradle me
herding me along, a little sheep
and I will ascend and then
I will truly sleep.
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When I Need A Friend
Haley Gamel
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remedy
Sydney Evans

